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Abstract
We introduce a fake HOMFLY polynomial of a knot and show existence of such
polynomials of a given knot.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we deal with the HOMFLY polynomial [2, 10, 13] of a knot.
The HOMFLY polynomial P(LI v, z) 2 Z[v1, z1] of an oriented link L is an
invariant of the isotopy type of L , which is defined by the following formulas:
(1) P(U I v, z) D 1;
(2) v 1 P(L
C
I v, z)   vP(L
 
I v, z) D z P(L0I v, z),




and L0 are three links that are identical except
near one point where they are as in Fig. 1.
The reduced polynomial P(LI 1, z) of L is called the Conway polynomial [1] of
L and denoted by r(LI z). The Jones polynomial V (LI t) [7] of L is defined as the
reduced polynomial P(LI t , t1=2   t 1=2).
By [10], the HOMFLY polynomial of an oriented knot K is of the form
P(K I v, z) D
X
j0
P2 j (LI v)z2 j ,
where each Laurent polynomial P2 j (K I v) 2 Z[v2] is called the 2 j -th coefficient poly-
nomial of P(K I v, z) in z or the 2 j -th HOMFLY coefficient polynomial. The 2 j-th
coefficient polynomial of a knot is said to be trivial if it coincides with that of the
trivial knot.
In [11], the author shows that there are infinitely many 2-bridge knots with trivial
0-th HOMFLY coefficient polynomial. The purpose of the paper is to explore a little
further into HOMFLY coefficient polynomials of a knot.
Let K and K 0 be oriented knots. The HOMFLY polynomial P(K 0I v, z) of K 0 is
said to be a fake HOMFLY polynomial of K with identical order 2m if P(K 0I v, z) 
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P(K I v, z) (mod z2mC2), that is P2 j (K 0I v, z) D P2 j (K I v, z), 0  j  m, in terms of
HOMFLY coefficient polynomials of K and K 0.
REMARK 1.1. If the HOMFLY polynomial of K 0 is a fake HOMFLY polynomial
of K with identical order 2m, then it is also a fake HOMFLY polynomial of K with
identical order 2 j , 0  j < m.
In order to state our main theorems we give some definitions.
The Gordian distance from K to K 0 is defined to be the minimum number of
crossing changes needed to transform K into K 0. We denote it by dG(K , K 0).
A pass-move [8] is a local move on a diagram of an oriented knot as in Fig. 2.
Two knots are pass-equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a combination
of Reidemeister moves and pass-moves. If K and K 0 are pass-equivalent, then the pass
distance from K to K 0 is defined to be the minimum number of pass-moves needed to
change K into K 0. We denote it by dpass(K , K 0).
Let f be an isotopy type invariant of an oriented link, which takes values in an
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by replacing x with a positive and a negative crossing, respectively. We call
f a finite type invariant if there exists an integer q such that f (L) D 0 for any singular
link L with more than q double points. The smallest of such integers is the order of
f . We denote a finite type invariant of L with order q by fq (L).
The signature of K ,  (K ), is a cobordism invariant of a knot; see [12], Section 8F
in [14].
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Theorem 1.2 ([9]). Let m, l and q be integers with m  0 and l, q > 0. For
an oriented knot K , there exist infinitely many knots {Kn I n 2 N} with the following
properties:
(1) The HOMFLY polynomial of Kn is a fake HOMFLY polynomial of K with identi-
cal order 2m;
(2) P(KnI v, z)  P(K I v, z) mod (v2l   1);
(3) r(KnI z) D r(K I z);
(4) Kn is a band sum of K and the trivial knot, and so Kn is cobordant to K and
 (Kn) D  (K );
(5) dG(Kn , K ) D 1;
(6) dpass(Kn , K ) D 1;
(7) f j (Kn) D f j (K ), 0  j  q.
REMARK 1.3. Kawauchi informed the author that Theorem 1.2 could be accom-
plished by using imitation theory, that is, appropriate almost identical link imitations
of a given knot had the properties in the theorem. However, in this paper, the proof of
the theorem is given by an elementary method of construction which shows explicitly
diagrams of knots.
Corollary 1.4. For a non-negative integer m, there exist infinitely many knots
{Kn I n 2 N} whose 2 j -th HOMFLY coefficient polynomials, 0  j  m, are trivial.
Since an almost identical link imitation of a knot has the same Alexander poly-
nomial as the knot, imitation theory does not work on the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5. Let m be a non-negative integer and q a positive integer. For
an oriented knot K , there exist infinitely many knots {Kn I n 2 N} with the following
properties:
(1) The HOMFLY polynomial of Kn is a fake HOMFLY polynomial of K with identi-
cal order 2m;
(2) r(KnI z) ¤ r(K I z), and so Kn is not an imitation of K ;
(3) dG(Kn , K ) D 1;
(4) dpass(Kn , K ) D 1;
(5)  (Kn) D  (K );
(6) f j (Kn) D f j (K ), 0  j  q.
To prove theorems, we make use of polynomials derived from a tangle which comes
from decomposition of a knot. We introduce them in Section 2. The proofs of theorems
are given in Sections 4 and 6 after preliminaries in Sections 3 and 5.
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2. The normal coordinates of a tangle
A tangle T is a pair (B3, t) of a 3-ball B3 and a proper 1-submanifold t with
t ¤ ;. T is said to be a 2-string tangle if T consists of two arcs and some circle
components. Each of t is called an endpoint of T . T is called properly oriented if
each arc of T is oriented as in Fig. 3.
The numerator (resp. denominator) of T denoted by N (T ) (resp. D(T )) is a link
obtained from T by connecting four endpoints of T by two arcs outside T as in the
left (resp. right) figure of Fig. 4.
A tangle T is said to be of type N
(N (T )) (resp. type D(D(T ))) or an N(N (T ))-tangle
(resp. a D
(D(T ))-tangle) if T is a properly oriented 2-string tangle and (N (T )) <
(D(T )) (resp. (N (T ) > (D(T ))), where (L) denotes the number of components
of a link L .
We denote by E2n , n 2 Z, and E1 tangles of type D1 and of type N1 as in Fig. 5,
respectively. E2n has 2jnj positive (resp. negative) crossings if n > 0 (resp. n < 0) and
E0 means horizontal parallel strings without crossings.
Let L(T ), L(E0) and L(E1) be three links identical outside a ball and inside
are a properly oriented 2-string tangle T , the D1-tangle E0 and the N1-tangle E1,
respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a tangle of type D
(D(T )). Then, there exists a unique pair
(e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of polynomials for T so that
P(L(T )I v, z)
D (vz)1 (D(T )){e0(T I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C vze1(T I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z)},
where e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z) 2 Z[v2, z2].
Proof. Linear skein theory gives a unique pair (e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of poly-
nomials for T so that
P(L(T )I v, z)
D (vz)1 (D(T )){e0(T I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C vze1(T I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z)},
where e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z) 2 Z[v1, z1]. We only have to show that e0(T I v, z) and
e
1
(T I v, z) are elements of Z[v2, z2]. Considering the HOMFLY polynomials of the
numerator and the denominator of T , we have
P(D(T )I v, z) D (vz)1 (D(T ))h(D(T )I v, z)
and
P(N (T )I v, z) D (vz)1 (D(T ))(vz) 1h(N (T )I v, z),






























Fig. 5. Trivial tangles.
where h(D(T )Iv, z), h(N (T )Iv, z) 2 Z[v2, z2], because (N (T )) D (D(T ))C1. Thus,
h(D(T )I v, z) D e0(T I v, z) P(D(E0)I v, z)C vze1(T I v, z) P(D(E1)I v, z)
and
h(N (T )I v, z) D vze0(T I v, z) P(N (E0)I v, z)C v2z2e1(T I v, z) P(N (E1)I v, z).
Since D(E0) and N (E1) are trivial knots and N (E0) and D(E1) are 2-component
trivial links, we obtain
h(D(T )I v, z) D e0(T I v, z)C (1   v2)e1(T I v, z)
and
h(N (T )I v, z) D (1   v2)e0(T I v, z)C v2z2e1(T I v, z).
From these equalities, we have
{(1   v2)2   v2z2}e
1
(T I v, z) D (1   v2)h(D(T )I v, z)   h(N (T )I v, z).
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It follows that e
1
(T I v, z) 2 Z[v2, z2], which leads to e0(T I v, z) 2 Z[v2, z2].
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a tangle of type N
(N (T )). Then, there exists a unique pair
(e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of polynomials for T so that
P(L(T )I v, z)
D (vz)1 (N (T )){vze0(T I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C e1(T I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z)},
where e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z) 2 Z[v2, z2].
Proof. The proof of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
The polynomials e0(T I v, z) and e1(T I v, z) which appear in Lemmas 2.1 or 2.2
are essentially determined by the tangle T only. So, a pair (e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of
the polynomials is called the normal coordinates of T .
Let MD and MN be 2  2 matrices whose entries are in Z[v1, z1] defined by
 (v 1   v)z 1 vz




1   v2 1
vz (v 1   v)z 1

, respectively.
Let 31 [14] be the trefoil knot. We put (v,z)D (1 v2)2Cv2z2 D P(31!Iv,z) 1,
where K ! denotes the mirror image of a knot K .
REMARK 2.3. det MD D det MN D  v 1z 1(v, z) ¤ 0.
The following two lemmas are corollaries of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Lemma 2.4. Let T be a tangle of type D
(D(T )). Then, the normal coordinates
(e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of T are expressed as follows:

e0(T I v, z)
e
1
(T I v, z)

D (vz)(D(T )) 1 M 1D

P(N (T )I v, z)






 v(1   v2)z P(N (T )I v, z)C v2z2 P(D(T )I v, z)
vz P(N (T )I v, z)   (1   v2) P(D(T )I v, z)

.
Proof. Let  D (vz)(D(T )) 1. By Lemma 2.1 and equalities P(N (E0)I v, z) D
P(D(E
1
)I v, z) D (v 1   v)z 1 and P(N (E
1
)I v, z) D P(D(E0)I v, z) D 1, we have


P(N (T )I v, z)




P(N (E0)I v, z) vz P(N (E1)I v, z)
P(D(E0)I v, z) vz P(D(E1)I v, z)

e0(T I v, z)
e
1




e0(T I v, z)
e
1
(T I v, z)

.
Thus, we obtain the first expression of the normal coordinates of T . Since M 1D D
( vz=(v, z))

1   v2  vz
 1 (v 1   v)z 1

, we have the second equality.










Fig. 6. Addition of tangles.
Lemma 2.5. Let T be a tangle of type N
(N (T )). Then, the normal coordinates
(e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) of T are expressed as follows:

e0(T I v, z)
e
1
(T I v, z)

D (vz)(N (T )) 1 M 1N

P(N (T )I v, z)






 (1   v2)z P(N (T )I v, z)C vz P(D(T )I v, z)
v
2z2 P(N (T )I v, z)   v(1   v2) P(D(T )I v, z)

.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.4.
Let T and S be properly oriented 2-string tangles. We define addition of tangles
T and S by connecting endpoints of T and S as in Fig. 6 and denote it by T C S.
If T is a D1-tangle and S is an N1-tangle, then T C S is an N1-tangle.
Lemma 2.6. Let T be a D1-tangle and S an N1-tangle. Let (e0(T Iv,z),e1(T Iv,z))
and (e0(SI v, z), e1(SI v, z)) be the normal coordinates of T and S, respectively. Then,
the normal coordinates (e0(T C SIv, z),e1(T C SIv, z)) of the tangle T C S are expressed
as follows:




(T C SI v, z) D e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)C v2z2e1(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z)
C (1   v2)e
1
(T I v, z)e
1
(SI v, z).
Proof. Note that L(E0 C S) D L(S) and L(E1 C S) is the connected sum of
L(E
1
) and D(S). By using Lemma 2.1, we have
P(L(T C S)I v, z) D e0(T I v, z) P(L(E0 C S)I v, z)
C vze
1
(T I v, z) P(L(E
1
C S)I v, z)
D e0(T I v, z) P(L(S)I v, z)
C vze
1





P(D(S)I v, z) D vze0(SI v, z) P(D(E0)I v, z)C e1(SI v, z) P(D(E1)I v, z)
D vze0(SI v, z)C (v 1   v)z 1e1(SI v, z),
we obtain
P(L(T C S)I v, z)
D e0(T I v, z){vze0(SI v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C e1(SI v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z)}
C vze
1
(T I v, z){vze0(SI v, z)C (v 1   v)z 1e1(SI v, z)}P(L(E1)I v, z)
D vze0(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)
C {e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)C v2z2e1(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z)
C (1   v2)e
1





This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.7. Under the same assumption as Lemma 2.6,




(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z)C (1   v2)e1(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z).
Proof. Since P(N (E0)I v, z) D (v 1   v)z 1 and P(N (E1)I v, z) D 1, Lemma 2.6
shows the claim.
Proposition 2.8. Under the same assumption as Lemma 2.6,
P(N (T C S)I v, z) D P(D(T )I v, z) P(N (S)I v, z)C (v, z)e
1
(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z).
Proof. Since P(D(T )Iv, z) D e0(T Iv, z)C (1 v2)e1(T Iv, z) and P(N (S)Iv, z) D
(1   v2)e0(SI v, z)C e1(SI v, z), by Lemma 2.7,
P(D(T )I v, z) P(N (S)I v, z)
D (1   v2)e0(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z)C e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)
C (1   v2)2e
1
(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z)C (1   v2)e1(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)
D P(N (T C S)I v, z)C {(1   v2)2   v2z2}e
1
(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z),
completing the proof.
Combining Proposition 2.8 with Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we easily obtain the
following.
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Corollary 2.9. Let T be a D1-tangle and S an N1-tangle. Then,
(v, z) P(N (T C S)I v, z)
D  v(1   v2)z{P(N (T )I v, z) P(N (S)I v, z)C P(D(T )I v, z) P(D(S)I v, z)}
C v
2z2{P(N (T )I v, z) P(D(S)I v, z)C P(D(T )I v, z) P(N (S)I v, z)}.
Lemma 2.10. Let T and S be tangles of type D1. Let (e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z))
and (e0(SI v, z), e1(SI v, z)) be normal coordinates of T and S, respectively. Then,
the normal coordinates (e0(T C SI v, z), e1(T C SI v, z)) of the D1-tangle T C S are
expressed as follows:




(T C SI v, z) D e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)
C e
1
(T I v, z){e0(SI v, z)C (1   v2)e1(SI v, z)}.
Proof. Since L(E0 C S) D L(S), and L(E1C S) is the connected sum of L(E1)
and D(S), by Lemma 2.1, we have
P(L(T C S)I v, z) D e0(T I v, z) P(L(E0 C S)I v, z)
C vze
1
(T I v, z) P(L(E
1
C S)I v, z)
D e0(T I v, z) P(L(S)I v, z)
C vze
1
(T I v, z) P(D(S)I v, z) P(L(E
1
)I v, z).
Since P(L(S)I v, z) D e0(SI v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z) C vze1(SI v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z), the
last expression is e0(T I v, z)e0(SI v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z) C vz{e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z) C
e
1
(T I v, z) P(D(S)I v, z)}P(L(E
1
)I v, z). Thus, we obtain




(T C SI v, z) D e0(T I v, z)e1(SI v, z)C e1(T I v, z) P(D(S)I v, z).
Since
P(D(S)I v, z) D e0(SI v, z) P(D(E0)I v, z)C vze1(SI v, z) P((E1)I v, z)
D e0(SI v, z)C (1   v2)e1(SI v, z),
we have the result.
3. Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.2
Let X and Y be properly oriented 2-string tangles and R(X, Y ) the properly ori-









Fig. 7. Tangle R(X, Y ).
Note that N (R(X, Y )) D D(Y C X ). It is easy to see the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let U and U2 be the trivial knot and the 2-component trivial link
respectively. Then, R(E0, E0) D E1, R(E0, E1) D E1 tU , R(E1, E1) D E1 tU2.
Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be tangles of type D1. Let (e0(X I v, z), e1(X I v, z)),
(e0(Y I v, z), e1(Y I v, z)) and (e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z), e1(R(E1, E0)I v, z)) be the nor-
mal coordinates of X , Y and R(E
1
, E0), respectively. Then, the normal coordinates
(e0(R(X, Y )I v, z), e1(R(X, Y )I v, z)) of the tangle R(X, Y ) are expressed as follows:




(R(X, Y )I v, z) D e0(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z)C (1   v2)e0(X I v, z)e1(Y I v, z)
C (1   v2)2e
1
(X I v, z)e
1
(Y I v, z)
C e
1
(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z)e1(R(E1, E0)I v, z).
Proof. By using normal coordinates of X and Y , we have
P(L(R(X, Y ))I v, z) D e0(X I v, z) P(L(R(E0, Y )I v, z)
C vze
1
(X I v, z) P(L(R(E
1
, Y ))I v, z)
D e0(X I v, z){e0(Y I v, z) P(L(R(E0, E0))I v, z)
C vze
1
(Y I v, z) P(L(R(E0, E1))I v, z)}
C vze
1
(X I v, z){e0(Y I v, z) P(L(E1, E0))I v, z)
C vze
1
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D e0(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z) P(L(R(E0, E0))I v, z)
C vze0(X I v, z)e1(Y I v, z) P(L(R(E0, E1))I v, z)
C vze
1




(X I v, z)e
1





By Lemma 3.1, we obtain
P(L(R(E0, E0))I v, z) D P(L(E1)I v, z),











, E0) is an N2-tangle, we see that
P(L(R(E
1





, E0)I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z).
From these equalities, we find that P(L(R(X, Y ))I v, z) is equal to
vze
1
(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)
C {e0(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z)
C (1   v2)e0(X I v, z)e1(Y I v, z)
C (1   v2)2e
1
(X I v, z)e
1
(Y I v, z)
C e
1
(X I v, z)e0(Y I v, z)e1(R(E1, E0)I v, z)}P(L(E1)I v, z).
Since R(X, Y ) is an N1-tangle, we obtain the claim.








I E0))I v, z) D v 2(v 1   v)2{v2z 2 C 2(v 1   v)2
C (5v 2 C 12C 5v2)z2
C (4v 2   13C 4v2)z4
C (v 2   6C v2)z6   z8}.
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Lemma 3.4.
e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z) D  v 2(v 1   v)2z2(1C z2)2(2C z2).
Proof. Note that R(E
1
, E0) is an N2-tangle. Put T D R(E1, E0). By Lemma 2.5,
we have
e0(T I v, z) D vz
(v, z){ (1   v
2) P(N (T )I v, z)C vz P(D(T )I v, z)}.
Lemma 3.3 ensures the claim.
For a properly oriented 2-string tangle T , we denote by T? the properly oriented
2-string tangle obtained from T by reversing orientations of strings after rotating through
angle =2 in the anticlockwise direction about an axis perpendicular to the projective
plane. We call it the rotation of T .
Lemma 3.5. Let (e0(T I v, z), e1(T I v, z)) and (e0(T?I v, z), e1(T?I v, z)) be the
normal coordinates of an N1-tangle T and its rotation T?. Then,
(e0(T?I v, z), e1(T?I v, z)) D (e1(T I v, z), e0(T I v, z)).
Proof. Let 9 be a resolution tree for L(T ) obtained by switching or smoothing
crossings of T . We may assume that each end node L(S j ), 1  j  n, of 9 is disjoint
union of L(E0) or L(E1) with some circle components. Then, we obtain a resolution
tree for L(T?) from 9 by replacing each end node L(S j ) of 9 with L(S?j ). From the
two resolution trees, we see that the HOMFLY polynomials of L(T ) and L(T?) can
be written as




h(L(S j )I v, z) P(L(S j )I v, z)
and




h(L(S j )I v, z) P(L(S?j )I v, z),
where h(L(S j )I v, z) 2 Z[v1, z1]. Thus, if
P(L(T )I v, z) D g0(L(T )I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C g1(L(T )I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z),
where g0(L(T )I v, z), g1(L(T )I v, z) 2 Z[v1, z1], then we obtain
P(L(T?)I v, z) D g
1
(L(T )I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)C g0(L(T )I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z).
Since the tangle T? is of type D1, we have the claim.
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Let X0 be an N1-tangle and {Yn I n 2N} a set of D1-tangles. We define a sequence
{Wn I n 2 N} of N1-tangles by the following recursive formulas:
(1) W1 D R(X?0 , Y1);
(2) Wn D R(W?n 1, Yn), n  2.
Proposition 3.6. For any positive integer n,






e0(Y j I v, z)
1
Ae0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)n .
Proof. The proof is by an induction on the number n. If n D 1, then Lemmas 3.2
and 3.5 show that
e0(W1I v, z) D e0(R(X?0 , Y1)I v, z)
D e
1
(X?0 I v, z)e0(Y1I v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)
D e0(X0I v, z)e0(Y1I v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z).
Thus, the claim is true. Suppose that n > 1. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 and the inductive
hypothesis, we have
e0(WnI v, z) D e0(R(W?n 1, Yn)I v, z)
D e
1
(W?n 1I v, z)e0(YnI v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)
D e0(Wn 1I v, z)e0(YnI v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)






e0(Y j I v, z)
1
Ae0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)n .
This completes the proof.
The normal coordinates of the tangle E2n , n 2 Z, are the following.
Lemma 3.7. (e0(E2nI v, z), e1(E2nI v, z)) D (v2n , (v2n   1)=(v2   1)).
Proof. Let "n D n=jnj. Since P(L(E2(n "))Iv, z) D e0(E2(n ")Iv, z) P(L(E0)Iv, z)C
vze
1
(E2(n ")I v, z) P(L(E1)I v, z), we have
P(L(E2n)I v, z) D v2"n P(L(E2(n "))I v, z)C "nv"n z P(L(E1)I v, z)
D v
2"n e0(E2(n "n )I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)
C vz{v2"n e
1









q   1 F





























Since e0(E0I v, z) D 1 and e1(E0I v, z) D 0, we have the desired polynomials.
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 give the normal coordinates of E?2n , n 2 Z.
Corollary 3.8. (e0(E?2nI v, z), e1(E?2nI v, z)) D ((v2n   1)=(v2   1), v2n).
Let n and l be positive integers. We denote an n-tuple (r1, r2, : : : , rn) of integers
r1,r2, ::: ,rn by hrin . We denote by W(n,l,hrin ) the N1-tangle obtained from Wn by putting
X0 D E?2l and Y j D E2r j , 1  j  n.





jD1 r j 2n)(v2l   1)(1   v2)2n 1z2n(1C z2)2n(2C z2)n .
Let T be a properly oriented 2-string tangle and c a crossing on T . We denote by
ScT the tangle obtained from T by switching the crossing c. We also denote by ZcT
the tangle obtained from T by smoothing the crossing c.
Let Hq , q  3, be the N1-tangle depicted in Fig. 8.
Note that N (Hq ) is the trivial knot. We also see that N (Sc1 Sc2 Hq ) and N (Sc3 Hq )
are trivial knots because Sc1 Sc2 Hq D E1 and Sc3 Hq D E1.
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Let K be an oriented knot and TK a D1-tangle with D(TK ) D K . For a posi-
tive integer q, q  2, we denote the N1-tangle R(H?qC1, TK ) by Q(K ,q). Note that
N (Q(K ,q))D D(T )D K . We also denote a knot N (Q?(K ,q)CW(n,l,hrin )) by K [n,l,hrin ,q],
where W(n,l,hrin ) denotes the N1-tangle introduced after Corollary 3.8.
Proposition 3.10.
P(K [n, l, hrin , q]I v, z)   P(K I v, z)
D (v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(TK I v, z)e0(W(n,l,hrin )I v, z).
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, we have
P(K [n, l, hrin , q]I v, z) D P(D(Q?(K ,q))I v, z) P(N (W(n,l,hrin)I v, z)
C (v, z)e
1
(Q?(K ,q)I v, z)e0(W(n,l,hrin )I v, z)
D P(N (Q(K ,q))I v, z) P(N (W(n,l,hrin)I v, z)
C (v, z)e0(Q(K ,q)I v, z)e0(W(n,l,hrin)I v, z).
Since P(N (Q(K ,q))I v, z) D P(K I v, z), P(N (W(n,l,hrin ))I v, z) D P(N (E?2n)I v, z) D
P(U I v, z) D 1, and e0(Q(K ,q)I v, z) D e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(TK I v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z) from
Proposition 3.6, we obtain the result.
Lemma 3.11. e0(TK I v, z) ¤ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and D(TK ) D K , we obtain
e0(TK I v, z) D 1
(v, z){ v(1   v
2)z P(N (TK )I v, z)C v2z2 P(K I v, z)}.
It follows that e0(TK I 1, z) D r(K I z). Since K is a knot, we have r(K I z) ¤ 0, and
thus, e0(TK I v, z) ¤ 0.
Lemma 3.12. For q  3, r(D(Hq )I z) D ( 1)q z2q 1.
Proof. The proof is by an induction on the number q. If q D 3, then we see
that r(D(H3)I z) D  z5 by a direct calculation. Suppose that q > 3. Let c3 and c4 be
crossings in Hq as in Fig. 8. From recursive formulas for skein triples (D(Sc3 Hq ) D
U2, D(Hq ), D(Zc3 Hq )) and (D(Sc4 Zc3 Hq ), D(Zc3 Hq ), D(Zc4 Zc3 Hq ) D U2), we have
r(D(Hq )I z) D  zr(D(Sc4 Zc3 Hq )I z) because r(U2I z) D 0. Since D(Sc4 Zc3 Hq ) is the
connected sum of D(Hq ) and a diagram of the positive Hopf link, we obtain
r(D(Hq )I z) D  z2r(D(Hq 1)). By the inductive hypothesis, we have the claim.
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Lemma 3.13. For q  3, e0(Hq I v, z) ¤ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we have
e0(Hq I v, z) D 1
(v, z){ (1   v
2) P(N (Hq )I v, z)C vz P(D(Hq )I v, z)},
and thus, e0(Hq I 1, z) D z 1 P(D(Hq )I 1, z) D z 1r(D(Hq )I z). Lemma 3.12 completes
the proof.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
For a 2-variable polynomial h 2 Z[v1, z1], we denote the minimal degree of h
in z by min degz h.
Let K be an oriented knot. Let m, l and q be integers with m  0, l > 0 and
q > 1. Let hrim 2 Zm .
Proposition 4.1. K [m, l, hrim ,q] is distinct from K and the HOMFLY polynomial
of K [m, l, hrim , q] is a fake HOMFLY polynomial of K with identical order 2m.
Proof. Recall that (v, z) ¤ 0. Proposition 3.10 and Lemmas 3.4, 3.9, 3.11
and 3.13 show that P(K [m,l,hrim ,q]Iv,z)¤ P(K Iv,z). It follows that K [m,l,hrim ,q] is
distinct from K . From the definitions of (v, z) and the normal coordinates of a tangle,
we have
min degz (v, z) D 0, min degz e0(Hq I v, z)  0 and min degz e0(TK I v, z)  0.
By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.9, we obtain
min degz e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z) D 2 and min degz e0(W(m,l,hrim )I v, z)  2m.
From Proposition 3.10, it follows that
min degz(P(K [m, l, hrim , q]I v, z)   P(K I v, z))  2m C 2,
completing the proof.
Lemma 4.2. P(K [m, l, hrim , q]I v, z)  P(K I v, z) mod (v2l   1).
Proof. Since e0(W(m,l,hrim )I v, z)  0 mod (v2l   1) from Lemma 3.9, the claim is
given by Proposition 3.10.
Lemma 4.3. r(K [m, l, hrim , q]I z) D r(K I z).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we have
r(K [m, l, hrim , q]I z) D P(K [m, l, hrim , q]I 1, z) D P(K I 1, z) D r(K I z).
Lemma 4.4. dG(K [m, l, hrim , q], K ) D 1.
Proof. Since the tangle HqC1 can be changed into E1 by switching the crossing
c3 in HqC1 indicated in Fig. 8, the tangle R(H?qC1,TK ) becomes the tangle R(E0,TK ) by
a single crossing change. Then, the knot K [m, l, hrim , q] which is equal to N (Q?(K ,q)C
W(m,l,hrim )) D N (R(H?qC1, TK )?CW(m,l,hrim )) becomes a knot N (E0, TK )?CW(m,l,hrim )) D
D(TK ) # N (W(m,l,hrim )) D K # N (W(m,l,hrim )). Since N (W(m,l,hrim )) D N (E?2l ) D D(E2l ) D
U , we have the result.
Lemma 4.5. K [m, l, hrim , q] is a band sum of K and the trivial knot.
Proof. Since N (W(m,l,hrim )) D U and N (HqC1) D U , K [m,l,hrim ,q] can be changed
into K tU by a hyperbolic transformation along the band B in the tangle Q(K ,q) as in
Fig. 7. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. K [m, l, hrim , q] can be changed into K by a single pass-move.
Proof. Let a1, a2, a3 and a4 be crossings in the tangle Q(K ,q) depicted in Fig. 7.
If the four crossings are switched simultaneously, then K [m, l, hrim , q] is changed into
the connected sum N (W(m,l,hrim )) # D(TK ) # N (HqC1), which is equivalent to K because
N (W(m,l,hrim )) and N (HqC1) are trivial knots. Since such an operation is a pass-move,
the claim is true.
Lemma 4.7. Let f be a finite type invariant with order less than q C 1. Then,
f (K [m, l, hrim , q]) D f (K ).
Proof. Let c1 and c2 be crossings in HqC1 as shown in Fig. 8. Since Sc1 Sc2 HqC1 D
E
1
, we see that Sc1 Sc2 K [m,l,hrim ,q] D K . Since switching the crossings c1 and c2 can
be realized by applying a CqC1-move [5] in HqC1, K and K [m, l, hrim , q] are CqC1-
equivalent. Thus, by [4, 6] we have the result.
We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For distinct integers s and t , let hrim D (s, 0, : : : , 0) and
hr 0im D (t , 0, : : : , 0), where hrim , hr 0im 2 Zm . Then, by Lemma 3.9, we obtain
e0(W(m,l,hrim )I v, z)   e0(W(m,l,hr 0im )I v, z)
D ( 1)mC1v 4m(v2s   v2t )(v2l   1)(1   v2)2m 1z2m(1C z2)2m(2C z2)m ¤ 0.
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Thus, by Proposition 3.10 and Lemmas 3.4, 3.11 and 3.13, we have
P(K [m, l, hrim , q]I v, z)   P(K [m, l, hr 0im , q]I v, z)
(v, z)e0(R(E1, E0)I v, z)e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(TK I v, z)
D e0(W(m,l,hrim )I v, z)   e0(W(m,l,hr 0im )I v, z) ¤ 0.
Let Kn D K [m,l,hrim ,q], where n 2 N and hrim D (n,0, : : : ,0) 2 Zm . Then, Ki and K j ,
i ¤ j , are distinct because of the above argument. Proposition 4.1 and Lemmas 4.2–4.7
show that the knots {Kn I n 2 N} are desired ones.
For hrim 2 Zm , we denote
Pm
jD1 r j by krkm . Then, we have the following.
Lemma 4.8. P(K [m, l, hrim , q]I v, z) D P(K [m, l, hr 0im , q]I v, z) if krkm D kr 0km .
Proof. By Lemma 3.9 and the assumption of the lemma, we find that
e0(W(m,l,hrim )I v, z)   e0(W(m,l,hr 0im )I v, z) D 0.
From Proposition 3.10, we obtain the result.




REMARK 4.10. Almost identical link imitations which give a solution of The-
orem 1.2 have the same HOMFLY polynomial.
Proposition 4.11. For an oriented knot K , there exist infinitely many knots with
the same reduced HOMFLY polynomial at z D
p
 2 as K . In particular, there exist
infinitely many knots {Kn W n 2 N} with P(KnI v,
p
 2) D 1.
Proof. From Lemma 3.9 and Proposition 3.10, it follows that knots in Theorem 1.2
have the same reduced HOMFLY polynomial at z D
p
 2 as K .
Proposition 4.12. Let K be an oriented knot. Let p be a positive integer and
 a primitive 2p-th root of unity. Then, there exist infinitely many knots {Kn I n 2 N}
with V (KnI  ) D V (K I  ).
Proof. We show that knots in Theorem 1.2 have the same value of the Jones
polynomial at t D  as K . From the second property in Theorem 1.2, there exists
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a polynomial g(v, z) 2 Z[v1, z1] so that P(KnI v, z)  P(K I v, z) D (v2p   1)g(v, z).
Thus, we have
V (KnI  )   V (K I  ) D P(KnI  ,  1=2    1=2)   P(K I  ,  1=2    1=2)
D ( 2p   1)g( ,  1=2    1=2)
D 0,
completing the proof.
5. Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 1.5
Let X be a properly oriented 2-string tangle and R(X ) the properly oriented 2-string
tangle illustrated in Fig. 9.
Note that N (R(X )) D D(X ), and that R(X ) is an N1-tangle if X is a D1-tangle.
The following lemma is easily obtained.
Lemma 5.1. R(E0) D E1.
It is easy to see that N (R(E
1
)) is the trivial 2-component link. Since it is shown
that D(R(E
1
)) is the link 9318 [14] with appropriate orientations, we have the following.
Lemma 5.2. P(N (R(E
1
))I v, z) D (v 1   v)z 1 and P(D(R(E
1
))I v, z) D (v 2  
2C v2)z 2 C ( v 4 C 3v 2   3C v2)C ( v 4 C 3v 2   2)z2 C v 2z4.
Let (v, z) D v 2z2(1  v2 C z2). Since R(E
1
) is a tangle of type N2, Lemma 2.5
gives the following.
Lemma 5.3. (e0(R(E1)I v, z), e1(R(E1)I v, z)) D ((v, z), (1   v2)(1   (v, z)).
Lemma 5.4. Let X be a D1-tangle and (e0(X Iv, z), e1(X Iv, z)) the normal coor-
dinates of X. Then, the normal coordinates (e0(R(X )Iv, z), e1(R(X )Iv, z) of the tangle
R(X ) are expressed as follows:




(R(X )I v, z) D e0(X I v, z)C e1(X I v, z)e1(R(E1)I v, z).
Proof. Since X is a tangle of type D1, by using the normal coordinates of X ,
we have





Fig. 9. Tangle R(X ).
Lemma 5.1 shows that P(L(R(E0))I v, z) D P(L(E1)I v, z). Since R(E1) is an N2-
tangle, Lemma 2.2 gives
P(L(R(E
1










P(L(R(X ))I v, z) D vze
1
(X I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z) P(L(E0)I v, z)
C {e0(X I v, z)C e1(X I v, z)e1(R(E1)I v, z)}P(L(E1)I v, z).
Since R(X ) is an N1-tangle, we have the desired formulas.
Let q, q  2, be an integer. We define a sequence {W(n,q) I n 2 N} of N1-tangles
by the following recursive formulas:
(1) W(1,q) D R(H?qC1);
(2) W(n,q) D R(W?(n 1,q)), n  2.
REMARK 5.5. N (W(n,q)) D D(H?qC1) D N (HqC1) D U .
Proposition 5.6. For any positive integer n,
e0(W(n,q)I v, z) D e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z)n .
Proof. The proof is by an induction on the number n. If n D 1, then Lemmas 3.5
and 5.4 show that
e0(W(1,q)I v, z) D e1(H?qC1I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z) D e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z).
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Thus, the claim is true. Suppose that n > 1. By the inductive hypothesis and Lem-
mas 3.5 and 5.4, we have
e0(W(n,q)I v, z) D e1(W?(n 1,q)I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z)
D e0(W(n 1,q)I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z)
D e0(HqC1I v, z)e0(R(E1)I v, z)n .
This completes the proof.
Let K be an oriented knot and TK a D1-tangle with D(TK ) D K .
Lemma 5.7. The normal coordinates of the tangle TK C E2l , l 2 Z, are










e0(TK I v, z)C e1(TK I v, z)

.
Proof. Since Lemma 3.7 gives e0(E2l Iv, z)C (1 v2)e1(E2l Iv, z) D 1, the lemma
immediately comes from Lemma 2.10.
We denote a knot N ((TK C E2l )C W(n,q)) by K [n, q, l].
Proposition 5.8.
P(K [n, q, l]I v, z)   P(K I v, z)








e0(TK I v, z)C e1(TK I v, z)

.
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, we have
P(K [n, q, l]I v, z) D P(D(TK C E2l)I v, z) P(N (W(n,q))I v, z)
C (v, z)e
1
(TK C E2l I v, z)e0(W(n,q)I v, z).
Since D(TK C E2l) D D(TK ) D K and N (W(n,q)) D U , the first term on the right-hand
side of the above equality is equal to P(K I v, z). Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 lead
to the claim.
Corollary 5.9.
r(K [n, q, l]I z) D r(K I z)C ( 1)qC1z4nC2qC2(lr(K I z)C e
1
(TK I 1, z)).
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Proof. Note that
e0(TK I 1, z) D P(K I 1, z) D r(K I z)
and
e0(HqC1I 1, z) D z 1 P(D(HqC1)I 1, z) D z 1r(D(HqC1)I z).
By Lemma 5.3, we have the result.
From the definition of the normal coordinates of a tangle, e
1





r(K [n, q, l]I 2p 1)
r(K I 2p 1) > 1
if l > je
1
(TK I 1, 2
p
 1)=r(K I 2p 1)j.
Proof. Note that n  1 and q  2. By Corollary 5.9, we obtain
r(K [n, q, l]I 2p 1)














(TK I 1, 2
p
 1)=r(K I 2p 1)j C e
1
(TK I 1, 2
p
 1)=r(K I 2p 1)  0, we have
the desired inequality.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.5
Let K be an oriented knot and TK a D1-tangle with D(TK ) D K . Let m, l and q
be integers with m  0, l > l0 D je1(TK I 1, 2
p
 1)=r(K I 2p 1)j and q > 1.
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.10.
Lemma 6.1. r(K [m C 1, q, l]I z) ¤ r(K I z), that is, K [m C 1, q, l] is distinct
from K .
Proposition 6.2. The HOMFLY polynomial of K [m C 1, q, l] is a fake HOMFLY
polynomial of K with identical order 2m.
Proof. Note that Lemma 6.1 shows P(K [mC1, q, l]Iv, z) ¤ P(K Iv, z). From the
definitions of (v, z) and the normal coordinates of a tangle, we obtain four inequal-
ities: min degz (v, z) D 0, min degz e0(HqC1I v, z)  0, min degz e0(TK I v, z)  0 and
min degz e1(TK Iv, z)  0. By Lemma 5.3, we have min degz e0(R(E1)Iv, z) D 2. From
Proposition 5.8, it follows that
min degz(P(K [m C 1, q, l]I v, z)   P(K I v, z))  2m C 2,
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completing the proof.
Lemma 6.3. dG(K [m C 1, q, l], K ) D 1.
Proof. Since the tangle HqC1 can be changed into E1 by switching the crossing
c3 in HqC1 indicated in Fig. 8, the tangle R(H?qC1) becomes R(E0) D E1 by a single
crossing change. Hence, the tangle W(mC1,q) is changed into E1 by a single cross-
ing change, and thus, K [m C 1, q, l] becomes N (TK C E2l C E1) D D(TK C E2l) D
D(K ) D K .
The value r(K I2p 1), whose absolute value is equal to the determinant of K , is
an integer. By [3], it is known that the signature  (K ) of K has the following prop-
erties:
(1) r(K I 2p 1)=jr(K I 2p 1)j D p 1 (K );
(2) j (K )    (K 0)j  2,
where K 0 is a knot obtained from K by switching a crossing of K .
Lemma 6.4.  (K [m C 1, q, l]) D  (K ).
Proof. Since two integers r(K [m C 1, q, l]I 2p 1) and r(K I 2p 1) have the
same signature by Lemma 5.10, we have  (K [m C 1, q, l])   (K )(mod 4). Since
dG(K [m C 1, q, l], K ) D 1 by Lemma 6.3, we obtain j (K [m C 1, q, l])    (K )j  2.
These two relations give the claim.
Lemma 6.5. K [m C 1, q, l] can be changed into K by a single pass-move.
Proof. We consider the 3-string tangle in the disk F bounded by dotted segments
depicted in the tangle HqC1 as in Fig. 8. If we apply a 0-move [8] to the 3-string
tangle, then we find that the tangle HqC1 can be changed into the tangle E1. Thus,
K [mC 1, q, l] can be changed into K by a single 0-move as the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Since a 0-move can be accomplished by a combination of Reidemeister moves and a
pass-move, we complete the proof.
Lemma 6.6. Let f be a finite type invariant with order less than q C 1. Then,
f (K [m C 1, q, l]) D f (K ).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. For two integers l and l 0 with l 0 > l > l0, by Corollary 5.9,
we obtain
r(K [m C 1, q, l 0]I z)   r(K [m C 1, q, l]I z) D ( 1)qC1z4(mC1)C2qC2r(K I z)(l 0   l)
¤ 0.
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Hence, K [mC 1, q, l 0] and K [mC 1, q, l] are distinct. Proposition 6.2 and Lemmas 6.1
and 6.3–6.6 show that knots {K [m C 1, q, l]I l0 < l 2 N} are desired ones.
Proposition 6.7. For an oriented knot K , there exist infinitely many knots with




  1 as K . In particular, there exist




  1) D 1.
Proof. From Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.8, it follows that the knots Kn in The-




  1 as K .
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